
mystery hotel

1. Name

2. Noun

3. Sound

4. Monster

5. Number

6. Name

7. Activity

8. Name

9. Sound

10. Sound

11. Name

12. Expression

13. Expression

14. Name

15. Name

16. Name

17. Name

18. Name

19. Noun

20. Name

21. Noun

22. Noun

23. Name
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24. Name

25. Name

26. Liquid

27. Noun

28. Expression

29. Name

30. Expression

31. Noun

32. Noun

33. Noun

34. Expression

35. Name

36. Name

37. Expression

38. Exclamation

39. Name

40. Name

41. Name

42. Name

43. Name

44. Name

45. Name

46. Adjective

47. Place In Dc

48. Name



49. Name

50. Name



mystery hotel

The 8th graders of Mountainvile Academy were getting comfortable in their hotel. name was unpacking

her Noun when she/he heard a sound . She/he looked over to the door and saw a

monster . Number seconds later it disappeared and she/he was left wondering if she/he had really

seen it. Later when name was activity the lights suddenly turned off. That night name

couldn't sleep because she/he kept hearing sound and sound . name was

expression when the sun finally came up. But to their expression name was missing.

name and name looked all over for her/him but she/he was no where to be seen.

name gave up and went back to their room to have a shower. name kept looking and found a

secret Noun . name was inside but she/he was tied up with Noun and a Noun

was covering her mouth. name went inside to untie her/him but it was a trap and name got

stuck too. Back in there room name was finishing her shower when liquid started coming

through the focet. she/he wrapped herself in a Noun and ran out. expression name went

and checked the other rooms to see if the other students were okay. Everyone was gone and she/he went back to

their room expression . She/he put a Noun in front of the door and nailed a Noun in

front of the windows. She/he moved the Noun to make a fort and expression settled down for

the night. In the morning she/he awoke to see name and name hovering expression

over her/him. " exclamation " name said. name and name were confused by

name questions and denied that the hotel was haunted. name watched as name and

name



Adjective got ready to go to the place in DC . Different conclusions were made name

decided that her/his friends must of lost there memory, name decided that her/his friend must be

dreaming and name let it pass with the thought that everyone is weird.
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